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Summary: The conjecture of macro-evolution is an unscientific extrapolation from observable 
micro-evolution, in order to hide from the fact that God is Creator. All cultures recount a 
creation myth. Atheists have invented the least charming one.

Seven Fields of Objection to Macro-evolution

1) Scientifically unsound
- unsupported by evidence: absence of imperfect variations / collateral misfits

• Fossil record: Darwin admitted the fossil record does not show the gradualism he 
theorised. 140 years later the record continues this failure in spades. While geneticists 
speak of Darwinian “gradualism”, those who are familiar with the fossil record postulate a 
“punctuated equilibrium”, as if evolution occurred in leaps.

- contradicts real observation (e.g. Cambrian explosion)
- confounded by facts: trilobite eyes (immediate refined complexity); fails re platypus
- Macroevolution suffers from a “lack of observable evidence in the real world”

2) Logically insufficient
- 3 mechanisms: gene re-combination, random mutation, natural selection. 1st and 3rd cannot 

give what is not there; 2nd spectacularly insufficient.
- advances in molecular biology, growing appreciation of cellular complexity, are steadily 

increasing the distance between observed reality and the explanatory models / purported 
mechanisms of macro-evolution. 

3) Philosophically incoherent
- impossibility to have information without intelligence or to have storage / codes / language / 

non-material translation without a mind. Information transcends physics / chemistry / biology. 

4) Theologically unworthy
- Did God breath an immortal spirit into an ape?
- The human body and soul is worthy of the Incarnation
- Theories of evolution offer no plausible account of the origin of sexual reproduction. 

Meanwhile God reveals that He ‘made them male and female’. It is a special act of creation, 
of dividing a unity so that it might unite in love. This is worthy of man and, with unique 
intervention, of the Immaculate Conception.
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5) Ideologically driven
- Life: Stanley Miller’s 1953 failure; then RNA chains; then ET / meteorite search (some 

people would sooner believe in aliens than in God—a sub-rational choice). 
- Truly intelligent question is to ask why an experiment which so resoundingly failed to meet 

its objectives is hailed by quasi-scientific journalists as a break through explaining the 
unfathomable mystery of the origin of life? Clearly there is a huge thirst out there to answer 
this question. Alas whatever is noble in this thirst was swamped by the ignoble cry of God-
hating ‘triumph’ from those desperate to find a justification for their denial of God and / or 
rejection of Genesis and the Church.

6) Known by its fruit
- Disregard for the Creator. Similar to multiverse theories, which are intrinsically untestable. 

The motivation to believe is emotional, not rational.

7) Metaphysically impossible 
- Cause > Effect: No effect has been observed to be greater (more ordered) than its causes

• True for God >> whole cosmos. True on all levels observed or reasonably speculated:
- hot body (never makes neighbour higher temperature)
- falling rock (can only give its like of momentum) / billiard ball motion
- growth of plants (combination of causes: light, water, generative power given to seeds)
- car journey to Warrington (fuel, sentient driver, intelligent soul)

- Act reducing potency. Potency of an ape / rabbit / fish / amoeba
- Finality: only by teleology can one explain the brute fact that all nature serves life 

• It is impossible to construct a comprehensive theory of evolution without an ultimate 
appeal to some kind of direction except by resorting to pure chance, but this is not science 
nor explanatory. Direction requires finality.

• St Thomas: “every agent [efficient cause] acts for an end: otherwise one thing would not 
follow more than another from the action of the agent, unless it were by chance”. “But 
chance presupposes finality, as chance is nothing other than the accidental convergence 
of non-accidental lines of causation” (Feser).

- Hylomorphism coherent with fixed forms / basic types. St Thomas: “Every agent produces its 
like, and… acts in proportion to its actuality”. Rationality generated only by the rational.
• Failure of both Darwinian “gradualism” and “punctuated equilibrium”. 

Conclusion: Macro-evolution is consequence of doggedly pursuing false materialist premises 
as far as they can go. It is man’s most sophisticated attempt so far to deny his Creator. Yet it is 
no more reasonable / sane than Adam’s attempt to hide behind a bush from God.

*   *   *   *   *   *   *  


